An algorithm for semi-empirical design of nucleation rate surface.
During the last half of century, Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT) has been developed and there have been advances in the molecular theory of nucleation. Most of these efforts have been directed towards small molecule system modeling using intermolecular potentials. Summarizing the nucleation theory, it can be concluded that the current theory is far from complete. Agreement is generally not obtained between experimental and theoretical results. In practical applications, parametric theories can be used for the systems of interest. However, experimental measurements are still the best source of information on nucleation. Experiments are labor intensive and costly, and thus, it is useful to extend the value of limited experimental measurements to a broader range of nucleation conditions. The available nucleation parameters represent only small regions of possible nucleation conditions over the range from the critical temperature to absolute zero. Thus, it is useful to develop better tools to use the data to estimate semi-empirical nucleation rate surfaces. Following our published approach, the nucleation rate surface for any system can be constructed over its phase diagram. This concept involves using the phase equilibrium diagram to establish lines of zero nucleation rates. Nucleation rate surfaces arise from equilibrium lines and their extensions that are representing unstable equilibria. Only limited experimental data is available for use in normalizing the slopes of the linearized nucleation rate surfaces. The nucleation rate surface is described in terms of steady-state nucleation rates. To design the surfaces of nucleation rates, several assumptions are presented. In the present study, an algorithm for the semi-empirical design of nucleation rate surfaces is introduced. The topology of the nucleation rate surface for a unary system using the example of water vapor nucleation is created semi-empirically. The nucleation of two concurrent (stable and unstable) phase states of critical embryos is considered in the context of multi-surface nucleation rates. Only one phase transition (melting) in the condensed state of water is considered for simplicity. The nucleation rate surface is constructed numerically using the available experimental results for vapor nucleation and phase diagram for water. The nucleation rate for water vapor is developed for the full temperature interval, i.e. from critical point to absolute zero. The results help to suggest a new direction for experimental nucleation research.